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Press release 
 
 
 

Alaian, in collaboration with Qualcomm 
Technologies, Inc., seeks Extended Reality 
startups  
 

 
 

● Extended Reality startups selected by Alaian and Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. will be 
able to access exclusive benefits such as access to a network of 700 million customers 
in more than 50 markets offered by the telcos, as well as Snapdragon Spaces XR 
Developer Platform and development kits offered by Qualcomm Technologies. 
 

● Alaian is a unique global alliance of eight of the world's leading telcos, including 
Telefónica, which seeks to be constantly innovating through different actions.. 
 
 
 

Madrid, July 7th, 2023. - Alaian, the alliance of eight of the world's leading telcos 
(Bouygues Telecom, Cellnex, KPN, MTN, NOS, STC, Telefónica and Wind Tre), in 
collaboration with Qualcomm Technologies, Inc., one of the world's leading provider of 
processors for mobile devices, is launching a global call for innovative startups in the 
field of Extended Reality (XR).  
 
In the current context, where Extended Reality - encompassing virtual reality, 
augmented reality and mixed reality - is transforming multiple industries and 
revolutionising the way people interact with the digital and physical world, Alaian and 
Qualcomm Technologies have decided to join synergies to identify startups with the 
most disruptive solutions. For this reason, they are looking for startups with use cases in 
metaverse, video games, edutainment, industry and manufacturing, logistics, retail, 
digital social experiences, connectivity, networking, devices, virtual platforms, as well as 
other applications or services. Also considered are connectivity tools and software to 
enhance the deployment of XR product and service use cases; XR mass entertainment 
in the home; and XR sustainability tools for large enterprises. 
 
The startups selected by Alaian and Qualcomm Technologies will have access to the 
resources available of the telecoms, such as knowledge of the markets in which they 
are located, their network of contacts, connectiviy and infrastructure, potential capital 
investment from any of Alaian’s Members investment vehicles as well as exposure to 
our global network of VCs, training for entrepreneurs and access to business 
development initiatives by the telecoms. 

https://www.telefonica.com/en/communication-room/press-room/
https://alaian.com/
https://www.qualcomm.com/company
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Qualcomm Technologies will also offer them a number of exclusive benefits, including 
acess to Snapdragon Spaces Developer Platform and development kits, which will 
enable startups to create and optimise next-generation extended reality experiences. In 
addition, dedicated engineering support will be provided to help companies overcome 
technical challenges and maximise the potential of their projects, as well as priority 
access to the Snapdragon Spaces Pathfinder program, which offers a network of 
resources and strategic opportunities to accelerate startup growth. 
 
Daniel Hernández, VP Devices & Consumer IoT of Telefónica, said: "This joint call 
offers an exceptional opportunity for startups that want to accelerate their growth and 
benefit from the backing of eight major companies in the telecommunications sector. 
We are excited to discover new talent and promote the development of disruptive 
solutions in the field of Extended Reality.” 
 
Douglas Vaz Benitez, Senior Director, Business Development, Qualcomm Europe, Inc. 
said “We are delighted to be partnering with Alaian on this exciting new project. We 
have Extended Reality (XR) Research & Development centers in Europe and our main 
objective is to enable startups to succeed by creating immersive applications in a faster, 
easier, and more profitable way. XR will become a central part of the world we’ll live in, 
in the coming years and Qualcomm’s XR Solutions, with special emphasis on 
Snapdragon Spaces, are available to anyone who wants to be part of this new 
technology transition. We are very excited for the opportunities we have ahead of us!” 
 
Companies interested in participating in this joint call can obtain more information and 
submit their projects through Alaian's official website. 
 
 
Alaian is a globally unique telco alliance 
 
Alaian was launched in April 2022 as an alliance bringing together eight of the world's 
leading telcos with the ambition to reinvent the telecommunications sector. The 
members of Alaian are: Bouygues Telecom, Cellnex, KPN, MTN, NOS, STC, Telefónica 
and WINDTRE. With this alliance they seek to join forces to share best practices and 
different use cases on the latest technologies they are implementing, in their ambition to 
constantly innovate. 
 
Another of its objectives is to discover the most disruptive and high-potential startups in 
the sectors, through global calls such as the current augmented reality call, to attract 
companies that are aligned with its strategic innovation priorities and thus give them 
access to a network of 700 million customers with a presence in more than 50 markets. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.telefonica.com/en/communication-room/press-room/
https://www.f6s.com/alaian-open-call-for-xr-startups/apply
https://www.f6s.com/alaian-open-call-for-xr-startups/apply
https://www.telefonica.com/en/communication-room/alaian-is-born-a-global-alliance-for-innovation/
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About Qualcomm  
 
Qualcomm is enabling a world where everyone and everything can be intelligently 
connected. Our one technology roadmap allows us to efficiently scale the technologies 
that launched the mobile revolution – including advanced connectivity, high-
performance, low-power compute, on-device intelligence and more – to the next 
generation of connected smart devices across industries. Innovations from Qualcomm 
and our family of Snapdragon platforms will help enable cloud-edge convergence, 
transform industries, accelerate the digital economy, and revolutionize how we 
experience the world, for the greater good. 
 
Qualcomm Incorporated includes our licensing business, QTL, and the vast majority of 
our patent portfolio. Qualcomm Technologies, Inc., a subsidiary of Qualcomm 
Incorporated, operates, along with its subsidiaries, substantially all of our engineering, 
research and development functions, and substantially all of our products and services 
businesses, including our QCT semiconductor business. Snapdragon and Qualcomm 
branded products are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. 
Qualcomm patented technologies are licensed by Qualcomm Incorporated. 
 

https://www.telefonica.com/en/communication-room/press-room/

